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GREAT BRITISH BRANDS AT MUNICH 2018
Great Britain has a rich history of Hifi design and
manufacturing. British brands are household names
worldwide and are seen as the benchmark of high quality
craftsmanship in the audio world. We have many brands
that have stood the test of time and are constantly
offering quality products that adapt to the changing
markets. We are also constantly producing new brands
and are seen as being at the forefront of technology and
innovation. The British Hifi industry continues to go from
strength to strength, even in these challenging times. To
put it simply many people like to 'Buy British' whether out
of a desire to support our home-grown talent or because
overseas audiophiles recognise the heritage and quality
the 'Made in Britain' tag carries.
High End Munich is, perhaps, the greatest Hifi show on
the planet. It is completely international, with Hifi brands
from the world over flocking to exhibit at the MOC every
May. There are always a significant number of British
exhibitors and they are always very popular with the
visitors.
Once again, Hifi Pig is showcasing some of our Great
British Brands, at Munich 2018. As well as the High End
Show, you will find British brands at both the partner
Headfi show, CanJam Munich and the Hifi Deluxe, both
of which run at the same time as the main show.
A select few of our advertisers have put together a series
of articles giving them chance to tell you more about their
philosophy and where to find their products in Munich.
There are some significant product launches and
definitely plenty that you will not want to miss!
Enjoy Munich if you are going, and if not, enjoy the
coverage that Hifi Pig is bringing you, before, during and
after the show!
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Tellurium Q are launching their latest creation, the Statement cables
at Munich.

car but without being optimised for the performance of a track it will
be inadequate for the task.

They will be at HIFIDELUXE (Marriott hotel, Berliner Strasse 93), in
Salon A, from the 10th to the 12th of May, from 12:00 (noon) to 8pm,
demonstrating Totaldac d1-seven DAC, Holton Audio amplifiers,
Tellurium Q Statement cable loom and Soulsonic HOLOGRAMM-X
speakers all in their own 123 sqm room.

2.

The range consists of Speaker cables, Jumpers, XLRs, and Power
cables. The performance is taking people by surprise, even those
who can compare what the award-winning Silver Diamonds can do.
These are just a couple of the early comments on the new Statement
range from actual speaker designers…
“It will just capture you, and carry you along with whatever music is
playing. This is the new T/Q cable there is no more that needs to be
said!!!!!”
And
“…you have managed to surpass them [Silver Diamonds] in a truly
grand way.”
What has been achieved is a coherent sonic profile and performance
across the whole Statement range and that is why we say this is the
Tellurium Q Statement.
And reviewers are starting to agree with the very first review
capturing the highest possible award from Mono and Stereo:
“Tellurium Q Statements are no usual cable affair and if I’ve called
the Silver Diamonds an Emotional Tour de Force what are then the
Tellurium Q Statements!? Well, they certainly transcend any typical
labelling and this time I’m elevating them on the throne, that they
clearly deserve. Their stand out, extraordinary performance can only
be recognized with the 2018 Editor Choice Award!” -Matej Isak,
Mono & Stereo
So what is different, how does the “voodoo” work? This is what
Tellurium Q say:
We use the Formula One race car analogy to develop and
manufacture our cables for you:
1. What must be there to even make it perform:
•
The move from Aluminium to carbon fibre shells allowed
formula one cars to be lighter and go faster. Standard fuel is not
used in formula one cars, there are many different fuel blends
depending on track, season or conditions (including altitude) used
instead. So for a Formula One car, what has to be there is a light
monocoque shell and right fuel to even enter the race, (amongst
myriad other criteria but you get the idea).
•
For a cable “mostly” low capacitance and low impedance will
get you into the cable performance race but that is also why a road
car will never win formula one, you can get from A to B in an ordinary

What needs to be stripped out that will inhibit performance:

•
In the race car example you lose the electric windows – they
are nice but just add weight which slows the car and hinders what it
can do. In the case of a cable, many of the big, metal fancy
accoutrements look nice but “can” inhibit the signal – even using
non-ferrous materials. So metal has to be added very consciously.
Similarly lots of “bling” and padding on a cable can add capacitance
which is not the best idea for pure signal transmission either.
3. When all that is taken care of what needs to be “tweaked” to
squeeze the last iota of juice from a race car to transform it into a
machine that will perform even better:
•
With Formula one cars aerodynamic flow over the body is not
nearly enough. You need to go further and channel air where you
want it to go, giving rise to increased down force and put it where it is
most needed to help take the performance to the next level.
Similarly, with Tellurium Q cables the simple and unsatisfying answer
to squeezing the last drop of performance is that we do a lot of little
things together that mount up to be very important in preserving the
relative phase relationship of a signal. People assume that to get the
best performance the “fastest” conductor – pure silver or something
even better must be used. Which is also one of the reasons for the
pointless chasing of nines as I call it i.e. copper to 99.999999%
purity as if that is the single most crucial factor for a cable! That is
just trying to be aerodynamic in the race car analogy and does not
even come close to the level of channelling downforce in the car
analogy.
Surprisingly, to get the most natural sound, it is not just about merely
conduction. This is the reason, any conductor from any cable
manufacturer on this planet will act as an electronic filter and by that
I mean that the various frequencies relative to one another get
shifted with each material they pass through and are also affected by
insulators, geometries, shielding etc.. The interesting thing is that
materials affect ranges of frequencies in dissimilar amounts. It really
is a finely tuned balancing act to make sure that you get a natural,
transparent transmission. This takes a LOT more research than
people would imagine. Even down to the solder that we use. Not
standard by any means for the audio industry and we have tried
numerous mixes and diverse percentages of silver in the solder but
at the end of our testing and development we find we have a solder
with no silver whatsoever (no lead either). Even the process by
which we solder and the temperature/time, “envelope” to complete
the process is tightly controlled and specified and it is not the same
for each cable either!
The connectors may look relatively ordinary but have multiple layers
of plating and not always the material you would expect. There is
even more detail and precision within the plating process itself,
because we specify the thickness of the plating and what absolutely
must be in the plating bath and what should not be.
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This is just one or two tiny details that make up just one small part of
one cable. The detail, precision and care is the same for the rest of
the products. And each little step needs a controlled listening and
testing against other options which is immensely time consuming but
hopefully the results speak for themselves.
From what we have learnt, especially in the last few years, we have
been able to bring you the Statement cables. They are the Tellurium
Q® Statement of the performance that we think is currently possible.
Tellurium Q Ltd
The Willows
Bonds Pool
Langport
Somerset
TA10 9QJ
UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1458 251 997
Email: admin@telluriumq.com

www.telluriumq.com
Tellurium Q are exhibiting
at HIFIDELUXE (Marriott
hotel, Berliner Strasse 93),
in Salon A, from the 10th
to the 12th of May, from
12:00 (noon) to 8pm
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From PMC, the most significant product launch since the introduction
of the first BB5 loudspeaker for the BBC Maida Vale Studio in 1990.
Visitors to the High End Munich Show will be the first in the world to
experience the new flagship audiophile speaker, packed full of
PMC’s professional and proven technologies and new innovations
that will make the new speaker something very special.
The Professional Monitor Company Limited
Holme Court
BIGGLESWADE
SG18 9ST
United Kingdom
T: +44 (0)1767 686300

www.pmc-speakers.com

PMC can be found at the
MOC in Atrium 4.1 Room
F123 where all, and they
mean all, will be
revealed…
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Discover The Chord Company at High End 2018
Having made its High End debut at Munich in 2017, Britain’s biggest
specialist A/V cable manufacturer, The Chord Company, will be
building on last year’s highly successful entrance with another
showcase of its innovative proprietary technologies and new
products.
Just outside of historic Stonehenge, The Chord Company, who has
been painstakingly designing and hand-building superior audio
cables in Britain for more than 33 years, will be telling the story
behind its proprietary technologies and demonstrating the
performance benefits at High End with a wide range of music.
Members of the UK team will be on hand throughout the four-day
event in A4, F107, to introduce the company’s ever-expanding
product line-up and explain the benefits that high-quality cabling can
bring to high-performance audio playback.
In keeping with the high-end nature of the show, The Chord
Company will be offering demonstrations that show why superior
engineering, attention to detail and build quality are critical when
trying to exploit the full potential of a performance-orientated system,
whatever the price point of the electronics.
The demonstrations have been designed to introduce the benefits of
The Chord Company’s proprietary technologies and in-house design
and manufacturing. Visitors this year will get the chance to
experience the following demonstrations:

The highly skilled implementation of mechanical tuning (the ARAY)
into what were already high-performance, critically acclaimed cables,
created a transformation in performance that initiated a whole
programme of development for the ARAY designs, culminating in the
latest version of the technology which is actively deployed in one
form or another, in a number of products in the portfolio, from the
budget entry-level C-series to the flagship ChordMusic line-up.
The demonstrations will discuss the benefits of ARAY technology
and introduce the sonic advantages as the range progresses up to
the Sarum Tuned ARAY cables. A follow-on demonstration will see
The Chord Company introduce the benefits of the next-generation
Super ARAY with the introduction of the Sarum Super ARAY
mechanically tuned cables.
PTFE plugs
During the tenure of the Sarum Super ARAY, The Chord Company
had the foresight to commission some sample RCA plug surrounds
machined from PTFE (existing Sarum cables used acrylic plug
surrounds). The PTFE RCA plug surround made a global
improvement to every aspect of performance. So much so, that they
were deemed important enough to introduce the material as a
permanent fixture among the upper (now known as ‘Master’) ranges:
Signature, Sarum T and ChordMusic. The High End demonstrations
are set to show the improvements a PTFE plug can make and will
compare the Sarum Super ARAY with acrylic plugs against a Sarum
Super ARAY with PTFE plugs.

The screening story
Taylon® dielectric
The Chord Company was, in fact, the first company to introduce
screening for audio cables; something that is widely taken for
granted now despite being essential in the modern home. Today’s
living environments have never been more polluted with RF
interference due to a plethora of wirelessly enabled devices and
powerful routers delivering high-speed Wi-Fi around the home.
The screening story will introduce how The Chord Company’s
designers and engineers first became aware of the performance
benefits of cable shielding in audio and how the technology was
implemented in those early cables from the original, non-shielded
Chord Odyssey speaker cable to present day range staple, Chord
Epic.
The Chord Company’s proprietary technologies
The Chord Company has become synonymous with quality and
innovation, and the company has forged a reputation for consistently
delivering innovative and meaningful technologies that standout and
endure.
ARAY technology
The proprietary technologies dem will start with the original Sarum
cable and chart its journey from old to new. A key stage in the
development of Sarum (and later, other flagship and more modest
ranges) over the years, was the introduction of The Chord
Company’s proprietary ARAY technology.

Taylon® is a revolutionary insulation material that’s unique to Chord.
It was first introduced in the flagship ChordMusic range as an
exclusive example of a no-compromise dielectric for uncompromising
cables.
Later, Taylon® ownership became more affordable when Sarum
evolved into Sarum T (T for Taylon®). Chord Company’s
demonstrations surrounding Taylon® will reveal the benefits with
listening sessions on the Sarum Super ARAY (with a PTFE
dielectric) to the new Sarum T cables.
Taylon® originates from the most demanding military applications,
where highly advanced communication cables, both in space and on
the ground, must offer predictable performance, regardless of
environmental conditions. Taylon® is phase-stable at typical room
temperatures and its implementation within audio cables preserves
the critical timing information within music.
Taylon® is the best-performing dielectric The Chord Company has
used in over 33 years of UK design and manufacturing. It is the most
neutral material available and remains the biggest step forward in
insulation performance since the introduction of PTFE.
ChordOhmic
First seen in The Chord Company’s native UK at Sound and Vision
(The Bristol Show) the new ChordOhmic speaker plugs will be
showcased to introduce the scientific and performance benefits of
silver-plated speaker plugs. Developed from the flagship ChordMusic
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and Sarum T speaker cables, ChordOhmic speaker plugs offer the
proven conductivity and signal-preservation benefits of silver, backed
up by the UK leader’s legendary build quality.
The ChordOhmic loudspeaker plugs are designed to bring both the
electrical and sonic benefits of silver to speaker cables everywhere;
the new plugs are now available on all Chord Company cables, as
well as being separately available, enabling Chord’s new plug to
improve other brands of cable, too.
Get by with a little help from my friends
At High End 2018, The Chord Company has partnered with network
music specialist Sforzato, music server manufacturer MELCO, Ayre
Acoustics with its AX5-Twenty integrated amplifier plus Bowers and
Wilkins with its mighty 804s loudspeakers.
The Chord Company Ltd,
Chord Company House,
Millsway Centre,
Amesbury,
Wiltshire
SP4 7RX, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1980 625700
Email: sales@chord.co.uk

www.chord.co.uk
The Chord Company will
be at the MOC in A4, F107
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LIVING VOICE
Not wishing to make life too easy we have decided to show both Vox
Olympian & Vox Elysian and Vox Palladian & Palladian Basso
loudspeaker systems this year. Two rooms, two systems, in E220
and F219.
In E220 we have the Vox Olympian & Vox Elysian partnered with
vintage Kondo electronics with both digital and analogue sources.
For analogue we have the delightful and understated Grand Prix
Audio Monaco 2.0 turntable with a Kuzma 4-point tonearm, and
either a Fuuga or an Io-M cartridge, and SJS model 3 phono stage.
The digital source will be our high octane LV CD300 player based on
the Canary machine and we will also be playing our classic Living
Voice OBX-RW3 throughout the show.
In F219 we have the Vox Palladian & Palladian Basso partnered with
an Engstrom Monica line pre-amp and Lars mono power amp's. The
new Engstrom Arne integrated amplifier will make its first public
outing with a pair of Living Voice OBX-RW3 loudspeakers. For
analogue we have the Kuzma-M turntable with a Stogi S VTA
tonearm, Fuuga cartridge and an SJS model 3 phono stage in a
matching walnut livery. The digital source is our trusted giant killer
LV CD300 player. No frills, just pure performance.
Munich 2018 will also see the first outing of the new Living Voice G2
equipment supports in both rooms. The G2 is a performance focused
design that combines clean simple lines with innovative resonance
control. Once again, the power supply duties will be delivered by the
Living Voice Pure Music battery power supply system, allowing us to
cruise off-grid all day in both rooms.
Living Voice
Definitive Audio Ltd.
Long Eaton
UK
NG10 4QE
Call 44 (0)115 9733222
Email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

www.livingvoice.co.uk
Living Voice will be in the
MOC in two rooms, in
E220 and F219.
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BLACK RHODIUM
Black Rhodium supplies very high quality cables for discerning
audiophiles and music lovers who like their music. We enjoy music
and we want to share it with everyone. That is why we are
continuously striving to create better and better cables that bring our
closer and closer to the musicians who are performing on our music
systems.

Samba. We also have the more traditional cables in an outer sheath
– Opus, Jive and Tango. Customers wishing to terminate their own
cable can also buy the approved Black Rhodium connectors as used
in many Black Rhodium terminated cables.

At Munich, we are looking for new distributors to bring Black
Rhodium’s cables to wider audiences in countries such as Belgium,
Switzerland, Finland, all Middle and North African countries, South
Africa, India, Australia, Indonesia, Philippines, Korea and Taiwan.

Our Iconic Masterpieces are the cables by which everyone
recognizes the Black Rhodium brand. Iconic Masterpieces have all
received outstanding reviews for their sound quality, glowing
testimonials from customers and found their way into many homes.
These are the cables that dealers and distributors put at the top of
their purchase list because they know they will sell quickly. They
know that customers who audition them at home are much less likely
to return them unsold.

We are also looking forward to our planned meetings with many of
our current distributors.
Black Rhodium cables are offered in three ranges, Intro,
Enhancement and Revelation.
Intro Range
Intro cables are the least expensive Black Rhodium cables aimed
towards your first music playing system. They are also ideal for your
first cable upgrade if your music system was supplied with its own
cables. Intro range cables have won many ‘Cable of the Year’ and 5
Star awards, giving you’re the assurance that you can buy Black
Rhodium Intro without needing to spend time comparing cables from
other brands.
Enhancement Range
Enhancement range is directed at music lovers who already have
music systems and want to enjoy even better sound. You may
already have a good cable, possibly from Black Rhodium Intro, and
wish to upgrade. Alternatively, you may be buying a new system with
a higher budget. Whichever way you want good sound and you a
prepared to pay for it provided it delivers. Black Rhodium
Enhancement range enables your system to sound better and better
the further up the range you go.
Revelation Range
Revelation range is the Black Rhodium choice for high end systems.
Whereas in the Enhancement range, compromises have been made
to deliver the best sound quality within its price, Revelation is the
application of the very latest and most advanced Black Rhodium
research into cable design. Revelation embraces the very best
materials and processes including pure palladium wire in the
Cantata.

Iconic Masterpieces

Our Iconic Masterpieces include
•
Twist, Foxtrot and Quickstep Loudspeaker cables
•
Oratorio Stereo Interconnect
•
Stylus DIN Tone Arm cable
•
Allegro 75 Ohm Digital Audio cable
•
Stream Mains Power cable
Twist is the ideal low cost high performance loudspeaker cable. It is
highly affordable thanks to its twisted pair construction that avoids
the extra cost of an outer sheath used on the more ‘traditional’
loudspeaker cables. Its sound quality is enhanced by its thicker
insulation that reduces distortion due to magnetic field interaction
between conductors, giving a much clearer sound and better
separation between voices and instruments.
Foxtrot and Quickstep (Illustrated) are two very similar cables that
are separated in price and performance by the outstanding GN-1
Straight Line Contact plugs. Both cables have a very strong following
amongst Black Rhodium customers.
Overture is the product of the very latest Black Rhodium research
into cable design. A special part of the design is the application of
more advanced vibration control and screening. A worthy addition to
the Black Rhodium Revelation range and a welcome part of any high
end music playing system.
Stylus DIN Tone Arm cable has won very strong praise from
reviewers and customers alike. In an area where few high end
products exist, Stylus shines as a worthy addition to any vinyl plying
music system.
Allegro 75 Ohm Digital Audio Cable is a worthy enhancement to any
music system, delivering clean clear sound to the music.

Cables and Connectors
Black Rhodium cables and connectors have proved very popular
with dealers and distributors that we are now marketing them as a
separate range. Loudspeaker cables are particularly popular and we
have three ranges of the popular ‘twisted pair’ Twist, Twirl and

Stream Mains Power Cable has surprised us by its enormous
success with very encouraging and complimentary reviews. These
have been followed by extremely complimentary testimonials from
customers whose music playing systems have been transformed by
one, two or even three Stream cables in their systems. Stream has a
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very special advantage for high end consumers in that its middle of
the range price is matched by a musical performance that does not
let down high end components, enabling several components to be
upgraded at reasonable cost.
The Design of Black Rhodium cables
Black Rhodium cable designer Graham Nalty has been researching
the best ways to reproduce sound in the home for over 40 years. His
earlier work on amplifiers demonstrated that simply by using higher
quality components in an amplifier, the sound could be greatly
improved. For the last 25 years, Graham has been concentrating on
the design of audio cables. One of his earliest cable designs was
judged the best of ten competing models in a magazine test, even
though it was the least expensive in the group. The simple reason
was that cable used a higher grade of conductor wire and insulation
than all its competitors – a throwback to his earlier design work on
amplifiers.
In 2002, Graham Nalty launched Black Rhodium, making full use of
his previous design experience. The brand soon developed a
reputation for its highly musical sound quality, winning many 5 star
reviews in leading magazines.
The Laws of Physics
Much has been written to explain why cables sound different.
Extensive research by Black Rhodium has shown that almost every
form of audible distortion that changes the sound in a cable can be
explained by an understanding of the Laws of Physics.
All Audio Cables Obey the Laws of Physics
By understanding how the Laws of Molecular Theory, Dielectric
Absorption, Electric and Magnetic Fields and Mechanical Vibration
all can change sound quality (for the worse!), Black Rhodium has
developed an extensive range of engineering design solutions that
can minimise all these effects.
Every engineering solution to reduce cable distortion and improve
sound quality has a cost. The secret of good cable design is knowing
which solutions to apply to produce the best sound quality. Whilst the
design of high end cables, such as those in Black Rhodium
Revelation range, may be a matter of applying the very best
available technology, it is far more challenging to design good cables
in ranges, such as Black Rhodium Enhancement range, where
compromises have to be made meet the consumer’s budget. Here
extensive practical experience from hundreds of listening tests can
offer the best value.

Clarke Street
Derby
DE1 2BU
UK
Tel: 01332 342233
Email: info@blackrhodium.co.uk

www.blackrhodium.co.uk/
In Munich, Black Rhodium
are looking for new
distributors to bring their
cables to wider audiences
in countries such as
Belgium, Switzerland,
Finland, all Middle and
North African countries,
South Africa, India,
Australia, Indonesia,
Philippines, Korea and
Taiwan. Contact Black
Rhodium for further
details.

Black Rhodium is committed to giving its very best sound quality to
customers.
Black Rhodium
Unit 8, Derwent Business Centre
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Hifi Pig brings you a series of promotional articles about our Great
British Brands at High End Munich 2018. We let them tell you all
about their philosophy and products.
Welcome to the world of Music First Audio
Music First Audio became well known in 2003 for launching the
transformer passive preamplifier. Now the range also includes
moving coil step up transformers also known as SUT’s, phono
amplifiers and power amplifiers. All products are hand built in the UK.
The Music First Audio Classic Pre Amplifier was introduced in 2003
and positioned itself at the very heart of a true high end hi fi systems.
The Classic V2, Reference and Baby Reference pre amplifiers
followed and the awards kept coming.

At High End Munich 2018,
you can find our products
with our German
distributor, Audio
Offensive in Hall 3 stand
L11.

Now the Music First Audio product range includes the passive
moving coil cartridge step up transformers and recently the
introduction of the active transistor and valve, Classic and
Reference, MM Phono Amplifiers. The most recent addition is the
Senlac SJE monoblocks, which are the result of several years of
investigation into what makes a good audio amplifier. The core
concept, we call “complex simplicity”.
Music First Audio products are made by hand in our workshop in
Hastings, East Sussex. Our products are enjoyed by satisfied
customers around the world and have received an extraordinary
degree of critical acclaim and many international awards. We use
only the finest materials and components. Our rigorous testing,
quality control and attention to detail ensure that Music First Audio
products will give a lifetime’s musical pleasure.
We offer a bespoke service and we are happy to modify any of our
standard products to perfectly suit your needs. Our goal today
remains the same as it was on our very first day: Put Music First.

Music First Audio
Innovation Centre
Highfield Drive
Churchfields
St Leonards-on-Sea
TN38 9UH
UK
Call: +44(0)1424 858260
Email: info@mfaudio.co.uk

www.mfaudio.co.uk
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